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Euripides and Dionysus 1977 a brilliant and influential study of the god of greek drama and the one surviving tragedy euripides

bacchae in which he appears

Euripides and Dionysus 1997 sinceits founding by jacques waardenburg in 1971 religion and reason has been a leading forum for

contributions on theories theoretical issues and agendas related to the phenomenon and the study of religion topics include

among others category formation comparison ethnophilosophy hermeneutics methodology myth phenomenology philosophy of

science scientific atheism structuralism and theories of religion from time to time the series publishes volumes that map the state

of the art and the history of the discipline

Euripides and Dionysus 2003 the first attempt at assessing the references to interpretation theory in the nietzschean text

Interpretation and Dionysos 1978 an interpretation of the god dionysos as seen by greek vase painters before the golden age of

classical culture which will help understand his wide popularity beyond wine consumption which lasted until the end of antiquity

Interpretation and Dionysos 2011-07-19 a series of interconnected studies which analyze the seven surviving tragedies by

sophocles

Nietzsche and the Question of Interpretation 2014-02-25 dreams are products of the mind and do not come from any external

source artemidorus the interpretation of dreams oneirocritica is the richest and most vivid pre freudian account of dream

interpretation and the only dream book to have survived complete from graeco roman times written in greek around ad 200 when

dreams were believed by many to offer insight into future events the work is a compendium of interpretations of dreams on a

wide range of subjects relating to the natural human and divine worlds it includes the meanings of dreams about the body sex

eating and drinking dress the weather animals the gods and much else artemidorus technique of dream interpretation stresses the

need to know the background of the dreamer such as occupation health status habits and age and the work is a fascinating

social history revealing much about ancient life culture and beliefs and attitudes to the dominant power of imperial rome martin

hammond s fine translation is accompanied by a lucid introduction and explanatory notes by peter thonemann which assist the

reader in understanding this important work which was an influence on both sigmund freud and michel foucault

Dionysos in Archaic Greece 2007 the present volume examines prominent texts from jewish christian and islamic communities

with a view to determining to what extent education bildung represents the precondition the central feature and or the aim of the

interpretation of holy scripture in antiquity

Readings in Interpretation 1987 nonnus of panopolis fifth century ce composed two poems once thought to be incompatible the

dionysiaca a mythological long epic with a marked interest in astrology the occult the paradox and not least the beauty of the

female body and a pious and sublime paraphrase of the gospel of st john little is known about the man to whom sundry identities

have been attached the longer work has been misrepresented as a degenerate poem or as a mythological handbook the christian

poem has been neglected or undervalued yet nonnus accomplished an ambitious plan in two parts aiming at representing world

history this volume consists mainly of the proceedings of the first international conference on nonnus held in rethymno crete in

may 2011 with twentyfour essays an international team of specialists place nonnus firmly in his time s context after an

authoritative introduction by pierre chuvin chapters on nonnus and the literary past the visual arts late antique paideia christianity

and his immediate and long range afterlife to modern times offer a wide ranging and innovative insight into the man and his world

the volume moves on beyond stereotypes to inaugurate a new era of research for nonnus and late antique poetics on the whole

Sophocles: An Interpretation 1980-02-28 this book explores the metaphysical epistemological and hermeneutical theories of



schelling s final system concerning the nature and meaning of religious mythology this perspective is not surprising since schelling

regarded religion not science or philosophy as embodying the most complete manifestation of truth beach examines schelling s

novel attempt to account for the changing historical forms of religion in terms of a complex theory of dynamic spiritual powers or

potencies he shows that these are not mere representations ideas or projected feelings created by ancient myth makers for the

benefit of a credulous populace instead beach demonstrates that these potencies should be seen as animate powers inhabiting

the unconscious strata of a people s collective mind

The Interpretation of Dreams 2020-01-16 this volume presents an essential but underestimated role that dionysus played in greek

and roman political thought written by an interdisciplinary team of scholars the volume covers the period from archaic greece to

the late roman empire the reader can observe how ideas and political themes rooted in greek classical thought were continued

adapted and developed over the course of history the authors including four leading experts in the field cornelia isler kerényi jean

marie pailler richard seaford andrichard stoneman reconstruct the political significance of dionysus by examining different types of

evidence historiography poetry coins epigraphy art and philosophy they discuss the place of the god in greek city state politics

explore the long tradition of imitating dionysus that ancient leaders from alexander the great to the roman emperors manifested in

various ways and shows how the political role of dionysus was reflected in orphism and neoplatonist philosophy dionysus and

politics provides an excellent introduction to a fundamental feature of ancient political thought which until now has been largely

neglected by mainstream academia the book will be an invaluable resource to students and scholars interested in ancient politics

and religion

Scriptural Interpretation at the Interface between Education and Religion 2018-09-24 while most work on dionysus is based on

greek sources this collection of essays examines the god s roman and italian manifestations nine contributions address bacchus

appearance at the crossroads of greek and roman cultures tracing continuities and differences between literary and

archaeological sources for the god the essays offer coverage of dionysus in roman art italian epigraphy latin poetry including epic

drama and elegy and prose including historiography rhetorical and christian discourse the introduction offers an overview of the

presence of dionysus in italy from the archaic to the imperial periods identifying the main scholarly trends with treatment of key

dionysian episodes in roman history and literature individual chapters address the reception of euripides bacchae across greek

and roman literature from athens to byzantium dionysus in roman art of the archaic and augustan periods the god s relationship

with fufluns and liber in the 4th and 3rd centuries bce dionysian associations bacchus in cicero ovid s tristia 5 3 bacchus in the

writings of christian latin writers the collection sheds light on a relatively understudied aspect of dionysus and will stimulate further

research in this area

Nonnus of Panopolis in Context 2014-07-16 a new york socialite who wasn t interested in fortune or fame that was judy lovin who

valued friendship integrity and her career as a preschool teacher then her father s business collapsed and his most powerful

enemy offered to help but under the condition that judy would accompany him to a remote caribbean island as his companion

nothing more since it meant so much to her family judy agreed she suspected that he was probably a harmless lonely man but

she was so wrong she didn t expect to meet a powerful attractive loner who would stun her senses and capture her heart

The Potencies of God(s) 1994-01-01 the first attempt at assessing the references to interpretation theory in the nietzschean text

Dionysus and Politics 2021-05-30 sixty years after it ended the holocaust continues to leave survivors and their descendants as

well as historians philosophers and theologians pondering the enormity of that event in this book a group of jewish and christian



scholars members of he pastora goldner symposium attempt to understand divine justice in the face of evil

Boundaries of Dionysus 1963 what was andrei bely s aim in his ambiguous novel petersburg for the first time this study firmly

places bely s work at the heart of the european modern die moderne the book argues that the novel with its concern for the

spiritual and its desire to create new aesthetics helped reshape fundamental views of reality of the self and of consciousness

theories of freud and jung as well as the aesthetics of the viennese secession are used to elucidate bely s approach to the

narrative the book also presents rudolf steiner s anthroposophy as the prism through which bely reflects modernist ideas series

slavistik vol 1

Dionysus and Rome 2019-12-16 though many well known german philosophers have devoted considerable attention to music and

its aesthetics surprisingly few of their writings on the subject have been translated into english stefan lorenz sorgner a philosopher

and oliver fürbeth a musicologist here fill this important gap for musical scholars and students alike with this compelling guide to

the musical discourse of ten of the most important german philosophers from kant to adorno music in german philosophy includes

contributions from a renowned group of ten scholars including some of today s most prominent german thinkers all of whom are

specialists in the writers they treat each chapter consists of a short biographical sketch of the philosopher concerned a summary

of his writings on aesthetics and finally a detailed exploration of his thoughts on music the book is prefaced by the editors original

introduction presenting music philosophy in germany before and after kant as well as a new introduction and foreword to this

english language addition which places contemplations on music by these german philosophers within a broader intellectual

climate

Francis Bacon: Discovery and the Art of Discourse 1974 in the sea in the greek imagination marie claire beaulieu unifies the

multifarious representations of the sea and sea crossing in greek myth and imagery by positing the sea as a cosmological

boundary between the worlds of the living the dead and the gods or between reality and imagination

Nietzsche and the Question of Interpretation 2014-02-25 hermeneutics is a major theoretical and practical form of intellectual

enquiry central not only to philosophy but many other disciplines in the humanities and social sciences with phenomenology and

existentialism it is also one of the twentieth century s most important philosophical movements and includes major thinkers such

as heidegger gadamer and ricoeur the routledge companion to hermeneutics is an outstanding guide and reference source to the

key philosophers topics and themes in this exciting subject and is the first volume of its kind comprising over fifty chapters by a

team of international contributors the companion is divided into five parts main figures in the hermeneutical tradition movement

including heidegger gadamer and ricoeur main topics in hermeneutics such as language truth relativism and history the

engagement of hermeneutics with central disciplines such as literature religion race and gender and art hermeneutics and world

philosophies including asian islamic and judaic thought hermeneutic challenges and debates such as critical theory structuralism

and phenomenology

Fire in the Ashes 2005 many recent discoveries have confirmed the importance of orphism for ancient greek religion philosophy

and literature however its nature and role are still very controversial the key problem of its relationship to christianity has been

discussed by ancient and modern authors from many different viewpoints albeit too often tainted with apologetic interests and

unconscious projections this free and thorough study of the ancient sources sheds light on these questions and illuminates the

complexity of the encounter between classical culture and jewish christian tradition new perspectives on the relationship between

classical and jewish christian culture on the avowed subject of orphism author is specialist within the field



The Red Jester 2012 hegel history and interpretation is a collection of essays that extends critical discussions of hegel into

contemporary debates about the nature of interpretation and theories of philosophical hermeneutics essays by susan armstrong

john d caputo william desmond robert dostal shaun gallagher philip t grier h s harris walter lammi george r lucas jr michael prosch

thomas rockmore and e christopher smith explore difficult issues concerning historical interpretation the nature of hermeneutics at

the end of metaphysics the social and critical function of reason and the inadequacy of hegel s interpretation of the experience of

otherness in the course of these essays hegel is made to converse with kierkegaard nietzsche and heidegger as well as with

contemporary theorists such as gadamer habermas foucault and derrida thus the contributors explore both the themes that form

the common ground between hegelian philosophy and contemporary interpretation theory and the mixed reception of hegel s

philosophy into contemporary discussions about history deconstruction critical theory and alterity

Music in German Philosophy 2011-01-15 the hermeneutic path involved in the interpretation of law as well as in the interpretation

of sacred texts though peculiar seems as emilio betti pointed out to share several things most importantly the normative nature of

interpretation the 1999 issue of the yearbook ars interpretandi accounts for the several and disparate relationships between these

two important regional hermeneutics

The Sea in the Greek Imagination 2016 early greek ethics is the first volume devoted to philosophical ethics in its formative

period it explores contributions from the presocratics figures of the early pythagorean tradition sophists and anonymous texts as

well as topics influential to ethical philosophical thought such as greek medicine music friendship and justice

The Routledge Companion to Hermeneutics 2014-11-20 pierides iv this volume examines interpretation as the original process of

critical reception vis a vis terence s experimental comedies the book which consists of two parts looks at terence as both an

agent and a subject of interpretation the first part terence as interpreter examines terence as an interpreter of earlier literary

traditions both greek and roman the second part interpretations of terence identifies and explores different expressions of the

critical reception of terence s output the papers in both sections illustrate the various expressions of originality and individual

creative genius that the process of interpretation entails the volume at hand is the first study to focus not only on the interpreter

but also on the continuity and evolution of the principles of interpretation in this way it directs the focus from terence s work to the

meaning of terence s work in relation to his predecessors the past literary tradition his contemporaries his literary antagonists but

also his audience and posterity his critical readers across the centuries

Orphism and Christianity in Late Antiquity 2010 the long personal and professional experience of dr javier castillo allows him to

finally come to the conclusion in line with the jungian idea that dreams are a phenomenon of nature and must be understood as

what they are the contents that come from the unconscious neither want to hide distort or fool us but speak in its own language

the language of images dr theodor abt another of the fundamental characteristics of this work is the description of the different

interpretive frameworks that occur in the psychotherapeutic practice of dream analysis the experience of dr castillo in freudian

reichian and jungian analysis allows the reader to have a deep insight into the various analytical maps and he makes a clear

organized and systematic description of the different forms of interpretation which will be helpful for anyone who wants to further

deepen their knowledge of this subject dr antonio sanfeliu

Nietzsche: Disciple of Dionysus 1972 horace s book of sermones also called satires was his first published work rather than a

collection of satirical sideswipes as the genre might have dictated the book is a wiry tight muscular interlaced hexameter artwork

of enormous originality and as far removed from the legacy of satirical writing he inherited as one can imagine it is the work of a



29 year old grappling with issues of personal and poetic identity during one of the most important and pivotal times in european

history geographically socially and genetically an outsider horace earned himself a seat at rome s top creative table close to the

heart of the political engine that was to change rome forever his book details a transformational journey from nobody to

somebody and is a simultaneous invention of poet and reinvention of poetic genre horace s sermones have floated in and out of

fashion ever since they first appeared regularly eclipsed by his odes today rehabilitated they find space in the higher levels of the

school curriculum this book provides unique insights and will be of interest to all classicists as well as students studying core

influences on european literature

Hegel, History, and Interpretation 1997-06-30 this book traces the image of the pregnant male as it evolves in classical greek

literature originating as a representation of paternity and by extension authorship of creative works the image later comes to

function also as a means to explore the boundary between the sexes

Interpretation Des Heiligen 1999 new to this expanded updated edition are revisions of ferguson s original material updated

bibliographies a fresh dicussion of first century social life the dead sea scrolls much else

Early Greek Ethics 2020-05-22 this book presents through a series of nine high quality essays by international scholars the

beginnings of the lexicographic tradition and the appearance of the first mono and multilingual dictionaries in various language

areas across the world paying particular attention to their dependence on glosses and glossaries the contributions analyze on the

basis of significant case studies how dictionaries first emerged in a wide spectrum of cultures ranging from greek antiquity to 9th

century japan from medieval britain to 15th century poland in this way the book highlights both similarities and differences among

these traditions and allows a global and comparative approach to the history of lexicography in its earliest phases a topic which

up until now has usually been studied only within single languages and cultures

Terence and Interpretation 2014-10-16 die reihe monographien und texte zur nietzsche forschung mtnf setzt seit mehreren

jahrzehnten die agenda in der sich stetig verändernden nietzsche forschung die bände sind interdisziplinär und international

ausgerichtet und spiegeln das gesamte spektrum der nietzsche forschung wider von der philosophie über die literaturwissenschaft

bis zur politischen theorie die reihe veröffentlicht monographien und sammelbände die einem strengen peer review verfahren

unterliegen die buchreihe wird von einem internationalen redaktionsteam geleitet

An introduction to dream interpretation 2014-03-17 this book offers a new theoretically informed framework for the interpretation

of ancient visual culture

A Translation and Interpretation of Horace’s Sermones, Book I 2021-03-15 in his play bacchae euripides chooses as his central

figure the god who crosses the boundaries among god man and beast between reality and imagination and between art and

madness in so doing he explores what in tragedy is able to reach beyond the social ritual and historical context from which

tragedy itself rises charles segal s reading of euripides bacchae builds gradually from concrete details of cult setting and imagery

to the work s implications for the nature of myth language and theater this volume presents the argument that the dionysiac

poetics of the play characterize a world view and an art form that can admit logical contradictions and hold them in suspension

The Pregnant Male as Myth and Metaphor in Classical Greek Literature 2012-04-30 within this text first published in german in

1960 the influential german literary scholar wolfgang iser writes engagingly of pater s aesthetic

Interpretation 1989 euripides bacchae is one of the most widely read and performed greek tragedies a story of implacable divine

vengeance it skilfully transforms earlier currents of literature and myth and its formative influence on modern ideas of greek



tragedy and religion is unparalleled this up to date edition offers a detailed literary and cultural analysis the wide ranging

introduction discusses such issues as the psychological and anthropological aspects of dionysiac ritual the god s ability to blur

gender boundaries his particular connection to dramatic role playing and the interaction of belief and practice in greek religion the

commentary s notes on language and style are intended to make the play fully accessible to students of greek at all levels while

the edition as a whole is designed for anyone with an interest in greek tragedy or cultural history

Backgrounds of Early Christianity 2003

From Glosses to Dictionaries 2019-10-01

Nietzsche's Affirmative Morality 2015-06-03

Ancient Mythological Images and their Interpretation 2016-08-18

Dionysiac Poetics and Euripides' Bacchae 2021-01-12

Walter Pater 2011-02-17

Euripides: Bacchae 2024-02-01
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